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next at fort worth spJ ... updates on the homepage and facebook page

========================================================= 

QUiCk hits

• arlington Conservation Council monthly Zoomer, "how Climate Change
will impact Dfw," with Ted Ryan, national weather service — 7 p.m.
wednesday, feb. 2. info.

• gfw prsa monthly program, "how we built this: a tale of two
entrepreneurs and the business they’ve Cultivated," with s&g group’s
Gigi Westerman, apr, fellow prsa, and Sandra Brodnicki, apr —
11:30 a.m. thursday, feb. 17, Colonial Country Club. info.

• fwbg | brit — homeschool stem studio: 3D printing, feb. 7; Dog
Days, feb. 19-20; butterflies in the garden (“marvel at the brilliantly colored
living jewels fluttering through the rainforest Conservatory”), feb. 25-april
10; spring pruning: trees and shrubs, feb. 12. info.

• meetups: hosting an online event trinity arts writers workshop ... 
fort worth area Journalists meetup

=========================================================

in the workplaCe: get a Job   Listings in journalismjobs.com and
dfwcommunicators.com appear in this report. ... they’re hiring at the Dallas
morning news — multiplatform editor, audience journalist, senior digital
director — and at the fort worth star-telegram — content editor, service
journalism editor. ... the fredericksburg standard-radio post, the largest
non-metro weeklly in texas, seeks a reporter to cover government,
business, crime and features, plus maybe a little photography, video,
podcast and website work. You’ll be busy, but the views are great. info. ...
speaking of nice places to live, the weatherford Democrat needs a sports
writer, emphasis parker and palo pinto counties. info.
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first amenDment awarDs last-ChanCe DeaDline feb. 13

it’s sCholarships season! DeaDline feb. 4

take the working JoUrnalists sUrVeY
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In these times when journalists are
disrespected, condemned, ridiculed, 
assaulted and constantly face layoffs,
pay cuts and worse, let it be known
that we honor and support journalists
and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is
important to the people and essential
to democracy itself.  - Roger Summers

*

*

In the days of hot type, a chaser was a
late edition of the newspaper for which
the presses were not stopped until the
plates were ready. Those pages were said
to be “chasing” a running press.

BIG-TIME SUPPORTER
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Mike Cochran was a ’57
Cadillac el Dorado
biarritz under a starry
stamford sky.

if you needed him, he
was there. he knew how
and when to ask the
tough question. he
covered everything —
JFK’s assassination, the
Cullen Davis tumult, the
apollo 11 moon landing,
the 1985 mexico City
earthquake. he was the journalist you
wanted to be when you grew up. 

family and friends will celebrate his life at
2:30 p.m. saturday, Jan 29, at greenwood
funeral home. expect tall tales.

memories of mike |  abilene reporter-news |  fort worth star-telegram

The family would be honored by contributions to the
Texas Gridiron Club, Fort Worth SPJ’s scholarship endowment,

P.O. Box 3212, Fort Worth 76113. 
Cochran was chapter president 1998-1999.
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“what is good journalism?”
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Stephen Breyer, the coming fight, and the bigger picture

why pay tV operators are dropping Trump-loving cable networks

hundreds of mail-in ballot applications rejected under new gop voting rules

Can Congress ensure fair elections?

is 'resistance journalism' about practices or power?

media, tech, covid-19, democracy in 2022: the most pressing questions

news engagement fell off a cliff in 2021

the murder of mexican journalists spreads to a magical town

the role of violent threats in Trump’s gop reign, according to republicans

21st-century storms are overwhelming 20th-century cities

the protests and the press in kazakhstan

an antitrust case against facebook gets a second chance

‘infotainment’? in france a musical interview sparks a debate

Covering the republican assault on american democracy

president Biden’s first year with the press

new agency in sweden combats fake news

as afghanistan starves, the pundit class turns away

omicron, false dichotomies, and the ‘new normal’

the information war over Ukraine

the scientific process, and how to handle misinformation
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PEOPLE & PLACES Dave Lieber’s
new play — “perot! american
patriot” — is set for nine shows 
(feb. 11-13, 18-20, 25-27) at the
Coppell arts Center, the city’s new
$22 million venue. theatre Coppell
founder Wheelice Wilson Jr. is
directing in the theater at the center
named after him. in the play, the 
Ross Perot Sr. actor tells the remarkable story of how he started from
scratch to build a family fortune estimated at $7.4 billion. but the 
emphasis is not on money, but on the family’s values and how love,
business smarts and philanthropy were passed down from one generation
to the next. tickets. and now that you are of a certain mindset, lieber
would be happy to sell you a copy of his companion book, ”searching for
perot: my Journey to Discover texas’ top family” — the first perot
biography in 25 years. lieber’s previous play, “amon! the Ultimate
texan,” played 36 shows in six texas cities before shutting down because
of the pandemic.

=========================================================

F.O.I.F.T. UPDATE the travis County district attorney determined that
attorney general Ken Paxton violated texas’ open records law by not
turning over his communications from January 2021, when he appeared at
the pro-Trump rally that preceded the deadly attack on the U.s. Capitol.
Details. ... fear of retribution from gov. Greg Abbott contributes to keller
school officials’ push to keep deliberations private on which books to ban.
however, Joe Larsen, an attorney on the foift board of directors, saiys
book challenge committee meetings should be open to the public because
of the decisions members are empowered to make. Details.

=========================================================
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Quiil poses 10
questions about some
of the coolest jobs in
journalism

Reporting on science
and the environment?
Satellite data can be a
powerful tool

Code Breakers: Ethical
questions weren’t just
in the news in 2021 —
they were about the
news

Face-to-Face Value:
Something is lost when
journalists avoid in-
person interviews

Society of Professional
Journalists Foundation
2021 review
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"There is no greater
agony than carrying
an untold story."
— Maya Angelou
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oVer & oUt   |   John Dycus, fort worth spJ

when the big Country athletic hall of fame quietly sought
recommendations for Mike Cochran’s surprise (to him) induction, i had
some thoughts, you bet i did. now, looking back, you would expect a few
choice words from the associated press, too. we all need heroes. mike was
one of mine. what a guy. ...

the country’s first universal basic income experiment, in stockton, Calif.,
appears to be showing positive results, with full-time employment in the Ubi
group growing faster than in the control group. interesting, this. ...

saw this on the internet the other day. For the privileged, equality feels like
discrimination.

SPJ factoids: a turkish court resumed a trial over the killing of saudi
journalist Jamal Khashoggi, who was named an spJ fellow of the society
in 2019. khashoggi was murdered at the saudi arabian consulate in
istanbul while awaiting paperwork for his upcoming marriage. ...

Cnn suspended anchor Chris Cuomo indefinitely after new revelations
surfaced detailing his efforts to help his brother, former new York gov.
Andrew Cuomo, out of an ongoing sexual harassment scandal. ...

Journalists continue to report on the Jan. 6 insurrection at the Capitol, its
aftermath and the ongoing investigation, while still grappling with their own
experiences (here and here) reporting on the ground. the new York times
editorial board reflected in “every Day is Jan. 6 now.” nbC explored the
“state of extremism” all week including live reporting. the atlantic devoted a
special issue, “January 6 was practice,” to covering american democracy in
crisis. ...

U.s. Customs and border protection is conducting a review of the Counter
network Division, which uses some of the country’s most sensitive
databases to investigate the travel, financial records and personal
connections of journalists, members of Congress and other americans not
suspected of any crime. ...

after Betty White’s death Dec. 31, fans took to social media to blame
people for jinxing her. she died Dec. 31, a couple of weeks before her
100th birthday and three days after the magazine celebrated that birthday
with a glossy photo (“betty white turns 100!”). ... 

Journalists will not be allowed to work on the iowa senate chamber floor
during the 2022 legislative session. the move, decided by iowa republican
senate leaders, breaks a 140-year tradition. likewise kansas. ...

npr is losing its top talent, many of whom are people of color. observers in
the media world are looking for an explanation. ...

abC news came under fire for how it edited a “good morning america”
interview with Centers for Disease Control and prevention director Rochelle
Walensky on Jan. 7. 

Caught my eye: 20 million people displaced every year by climate change
... one of britain’s rarest butterfly species bounces back from near
extinction ... heineken turning wasted beer into sustainable energy ...
ornithologists, birdwatchers uncover staggering magnitude of decline ...
enough forest has naturally regrown since 2000 to cover mainland france

Closing words [with gratitude to Garrison Keillor and prairie home
productions]: "the writer of originality, unless dead, is always shocking,
scandalous; novelty disturbs and repels." — Simone de Beauvoir ... “golf
is 20 percent mechanics and technique. the other 80 percent is philosophy,
humor, tragedy, romance, melodrama, companionship, camaraderie,
cussedness and conversation.” — Grantland Rice
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INSTITUTE FOR NONPROFIT NEWS  |  REPORT FOR AMERICA

the appalachian pastor who created a diverse congregation in an
overwhelmingly white community

how midwives and doulas are working to end birth disparities

omicron fallout: new mexico asks guard to sub for sick teachers

=========================================================

Voters will decide how
drastically tarrant
County Commissioners Court will shift under new leadership

Conservation group targeting fort worth area. why?

a long and winding river still ahead for panther island

=========================================================

‘miserable wells’ no
longer: meet the people
who transformed this one-time resort town

is it cedar fever, covid-19 or the flu? here’s how to tell the difference

explore Dickies arena with this interactive 3D model

gop state senator: texas broke voting rights law in fw area redistricting

=========================================================

panther island gets
long-awaited federal
money — from infrastructure bill Granger opposed

recalling Jan. 6: a national day of infamy, half remembered

why are oil prices high, and any relief in sight?

=========================================================

POWER TO THE PEOPLE paywall code https://dmn.pub/watchdog

after years of neglect, suddenly everyone’s worried about electricity

how to make a million dollars buying digital cartoons of apes. no, really

how one negative vote in the texas house helped cost this rookie lawmaker
his seat

11 thoughts while watching the governor when he visited my neighborhood

376-seat worship hall will double in size historic lonesome Dove church

VITAL READS: Near and Far
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